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*322 1. INTRODUCTION

Who governs Libya? As a practical matter, the answer to that question may remain a mystery for some time. As a legal matter, it became easier to answer on September 16, 2011, when the U.N. General Assembly approved a Libyan delegation presented by Mustafa Mohammed ‘Abd al-Jalil, President of the National Transitional Council (NTC). It was similarly easy to answer a year earlier when Col. Muammar Qadhafi controlled the state as he had since 1969.1 Between February 15 and September 16, 2011, the answer was very much in dispute. Even when the United Nations Credentials Committee2 accepted the NTC as Libya's representative, seventeen states rejected that decision and fifteen states abstained.3 Seven months earlier, the NTC was virtually unknown. Even after it was formed, few understood its organization, leadership or intent, other than to overthrow Qadhafi.

Indeed, on March 10, 2011, when France first recognized the NTC as the legitimate representative of the Libyan people, not only had it confused its allies, it had created a precarious legal situation for itself, the NTC, Libya in general as well as the U.N. Security Council. The purpose of this Article is to place the transition from Qadhafi-led Libya to NTC-led
Libya within the wider theoretical and *323* historical context of an important intersection of international law and international relations theory: how states manage civil wars so as to minimize the effect of conflict on international order.

The Libyan civil war, which commenced with relatively peaceful protests on February 15, 2011, soon deteriorated into an armed confrontation between Libyan military forces controlled by the country's long-time ruler, Muammar Qadhafi, *4* and a combination of civilian dissidents and military defectors. *5* After only eleven days, the United Nations Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1970 condemning the measures Qadhafi deployed against the protesters and imposing sanctions on his regime. *6* International lawyers generally agreed on the legitimacy, if not the wisdom, of the multilateral response coordinated by the U.N. Security Council, which asserted that the principal international concern with the Libyan civil war was international humanitarian law, primarily the protection of civilians. Through a second resolution, the U.N. Security Council authorized states and regional organizations to enforce that mandate militarily. *7*

*324* The international response appeared to be specific, well-supported, and unified behind international humanitarian law enforced by the Security Council. Then, on March 10, 2011, France announced that it would recognize the opposition forces based in Libya's eastern city of Benghazi as the lone legitimate representative of the Libyan people, *8* even though the rebels did not control all of the state. International lawyers noted the legal problems that recognition raised including treaty obligations, populations for which the opposition may or may not be responsible to say nothing of the cohesiveness or even identity of the “new” Libyan government. *9* The Dutch prime minister called the recognition “crazy.” *10* Yet Italy, Qatar, the United States, the United Kingdom, and others followed, recognizing the Benghazi-based opposition, entering into contracts with the new regime including but not limited to agreements for the use of frozen *325* Libyan assets and exploitation of petroleum resources no longer under Qadhafi's control. *11*

This Article argues that, far from “crazy,” these states' decisions to recognize the opposition were largely consistent with historical patterns in the recognition of civil war and how it will be managed by third-party states. While states might extend equal rights to the parties to a civil war before ultimately recognizing a victorious authority, they are just as likely to abruptly switch recognition or otherwise categorize the conflict in a way that advances their interests. *12*

While some international lawyers attempted to synthesize state practice over the nineteenth and early-twentieth century into rules that governed third-party state responses, these rules provided no normative guidance; “even those norms which [were] clearly identifiable [were] frequently breached.” *13*

Yet just because states disregarded the rules, such that they were, does not mean that they pursued their interests without concern for the broader international order. *14* Indeed, when states recognized revolutionaries as lawful belligerents, they often did so not only out of strategic motives, such as to weaken a rival, but also out of concern with principles that helped govern the broader society of states. *15*

This Article therefore posits a second thesis: while the customary international law that developed to manage civil wars did not, in fact, effectively regulate state behavior, it did reflect an underlying tendency for states to balance both individual and collective interests in the creation of new states or the change of regime in existing ones.

I present this argument in two stages. First, I trace the history of belligerent recognition, the customary international law doctrine international lawyers developed to govern states' responses foreign civil wars. While few states adhered to the orthodox rules articulated by international lawyers, the doctrine nevertheless reflected underlying principles of international relations that did balance national interests with collective interests in a stable international order. These
principles—which I call “traditions” of commercialism, constitutionalism and institutionalism--guided state behavior in ways that mitigated the pursuit of so-called realpolitik policies. For example, powerful European states, including Britain and France, viewed the possible division of the United States during the American Civil War as favorable for their interests in the western hemisphere yet did not actively ally themselves with the Confederacy.

Second, I apply these traditions to the two-level responses states directed toward the Libyan civil war. While most scholarly attention continues to focus on the U.N. Security Council's response, especially NATO's military engagement, international lawyers and scholars have paid less attention to the parallel development that unfolded between March and September of 2011: recognition of the Libyan opposition as the legitimate government of the Libyan people.

That response was consistent with long-standing traditions of belligerent recognition. First, states recognizing the opposition in Benghazi not only advanced their own economic and political interests, they also facilitated the securing of Libyan energy resources as part of a global interest in the uninterrupted supply of affordable energy--the commercial tradition. Second, the recognition of the Libyan opposition furthered a broad interest in a legitimate government in Libya that might bring greater stability to North Africa and the Middle East--the constitutional tradition. Finally, recognition of the Libyan opposition advanced the objectives of the U.N. Security Council resolutions which sought to uphold principles of international humanitarian law to protect Libyan civilians--the institutionalist tradition. Recognition of the NTC advanced a final interest, ultimately realized as a result of both state-level and U.N.-led action: removing Muammar Qadhafi and his associates as agitators and enemies of stability and order generally but specifically with respect to Africa, an interest which shares characteristics with all three traditions.

The argument I present is positive, not normative. Indeed, the juxtaposition of international and state-level responses produced (and is producing) friction between the multilateral focus on Libyans' humanitarian situation and state-level interests not as morally palatable. Opposition forces, like loyalist forces, engaged in conduct that constitutes war crimes or crimes against humanity; it will be difficult for third-party governments now dealing with the new government to come away with clean hands. The NTC leadership remains of a somewhat opaque and anonymous character; it is still not clear it will enjoy the popular legitimacy envisioned by U.N. Security Council Resolutions. While the NTC has promised to transition authority to the new assembly for which elections were held on July 7, 2012, it remains to be seen how its influence may or may not persist.

This Article situates the Libyan intervention in the context of the international law on belligerent recognition. This doctrine, which originated with the need for European powers to recognize (or not) the rebelling American colonies beginning in 1776, incorporates three foreign policy traditions for ensuring international order: (1) in the 19th century, those priorities largely centered around preserving commercial freedom on the high seas (“commercialism”); civil wars threatened that peace because third-party states had to decide which action to take when revolutionaries attempted to condemn prize vessels in a neutral's ports; (2) some states simultaneously or alternatively developed a practice of “constitutionalism” - recognizing revolutionary or rebellious movements when they had established sufficient bureaucratic infrastructure to operate as legitimate sovereign states; and (3) concerts of states coordinated mediation, management or intervention in a civil conflict based on shared interests, or “institutionalism.” What these traditions have in common is the balancing of state-level and international-level interests. When states recognized rebelling or revolutionary forces as legitimate belligerents, they did so to satisfy both immediate foreign policy preferences and the overall interest in securing a stable international order. In the commercial tradition of belligerent recognition, this meant realizing that insurgents or revolutionaries had become sufficiently engaged (or threatening) to international commerce so as to necessitate good relations. Stability on the high seas, for example, helped all states reap the fruits of trade and
commerce. In the constitutional tradition, states recognized belligerents not only because their success might weaken a rival, but also because the legitimacy of a government in the eyes of its citizens had weakened or failed. A second aspect of the constitutional tradition was that third-party states looked to the constitutional structures of the state experiencing civil war to determine whether or not its own law indicated that a state of war existed. When Great Britain interdicted trade with the thirteen colonies and Lincoln blockaded southern ports, third-party states justifiably asserted those states had, through their own constitutional structures, conceded the existence of war. There emerged, in other words, a multilateral interest in legitimate governments. In the twentieth century, institutional traditions of belligerent recognition became more common both because international institutions, like the United Nations, became both authorized to and, to varying degrees, capable of managing civil wars. More importantly, states viewed it as in their interest to play a role in determining which new governments would be allowed to enter into the community of states, as well as the conditions that would be attached to entry and recognition. Increasingly, humanitarian law--like the treatment of civilians and prisoners of war--gained importance as conditions for entry.

Part II of this Article provides the historical background to the international law on belligerency. Part III fits those historical developments within three traditions of international order: commercialism, constitutionalism and institutionalism. Part IV applies these insights to the civil war in Libya, concluding that while third-party state recognition of the opposition is a legal curiosity it is consistent with past state practice to both use and manage civil wars as they affect individual and collective interests.

II. THE HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF BELLIGERENT RECOGNITION

Writing in 1937 about the “problems raised by the Spanish civil war,” Vernon O’Rourke remarked that few “are more interesting than those growing out of the fact that a state of war, in the legal sense, does not exist; belligerent rights have been accorded to neither of the contestants by third Powers.” In that conflict, conservative generals led by Francisco Franco launched a military rebellion that quickly captured a significant portion of Spanish territory. Between 1936 and 1939, fascist and loyalist forces engaged in a bloody civil conflict complicated by the machinations of foreign European powers. In the following decades, conduct of hostilities absent formal declarations of war or grant of belligerent recognition became almost commonplace. O’Rourke was just one of many international law scholars who sought to apply the doctrine of belligerent recognition to a conflict in an attempt to govern the actions of third-party states.

International lawyers repeatedly attempted to use belligerent recognition to guide state behavior during violent episodes of civil war. For example, belligerent recognition was examined as a potentially useful doctrine to manage conflicts between France and Algeria, North and South Vietnam, as well as Russia and Chechnya. After the Second World War, calls for belligerent recognition to address civil wars generally waned as international institutions like the U.N. Security Council or other concerts of states largely assumed responsibility for recognizing, mediating, or even intervening in civil conflict using the growing body of international humanitarian law--which applied to internal conflicts--to guide them.

Under the most widely accepted rendering of the doctrine, states could lawfully recognize rebelling parties under certain conditions:

[F]irst, there must exist within the State an armed conflict of a general (as distinguished from a purely local) character; secondly, the insurgents must occupy and administer a substantial portion of national territory; thirdly, they must conduct the hostilities in accordance with the rules of war and through
organized armed forces acting under a responsible authority; fourthly, there must exist circumstances which make it necessary for outside States to define their attitude by means of recognition of belligerency. 30

States rarely acknowledged these conditions--save the last--in their formal declarations to other states, nor did state practice precisely coincide with one or more of the criteria. 31

Despite the frailty of the doctrine as a customary standard, international lawyers nevertheless attempted to apply it to conflicts as varied in time and geography as the Spanish Civil War, American support for the Mujahedeen in Afghanistan and the Contras in Nicaragua 32 and, more recently, NATO involvement in the wars accompanying the break-up of the former Yugoslavia. 33 This effort largely failed. 34 States ignored the asserted conditions in favor of *333 policies that advanced a broad range of strategic interests. 35 Yet to say that foreign policymakers ignored “the international law of belligerency” in favor of ad hoc policies that advanced national interests does not mean that decision-makers did not share international lawyers' concern with effectively regulating the conduct of states over the long term. States did not extend belligerent rights only when it was convenient for them to do so, or when doing so might disadvantage a geopolitical rival, as realpolitik critiques of international law might suggest. Rather, states' decisions to recognize rebelling or insurgent populations fit within broader perspectives on the appropriate structure of the international system.

Because the history of internal conflicts and state response to internal war has a long trajectory, this Article will focus on four key episodes contributing to the development of the international law of belligerent recognition: the American Revolution, the Spanish Colonial Wars of Independence, the American Civil War, and the Spanish Civil War. Other incidents will be referred to briefly, including Greece's movement for independence from the Ottoman Empire, Cuba's three wars for independence from Spain as well as its civil wars, national liberation wars, and finally the revolutions and other forms of internal war after World War II. Among those investigating this area of international law, there is considerable difficulty in arriving at what is meant by “revolution,” “internal war,” “wars of national liberation,” “civil war,” and other variations of, what is declared in Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions as “armed conflict not of an international character.” 36 *334 For purposes of this paper, these distinctions are less important than whether the armed conflict necessitated action by third-party states.

Indeed, international lawyers' main intent in bringing international law to bear upon internal war situations was to regulate the actions of outside states responding to the state undergoing revolution or civil war, although there arose the additional concern of international law in “promoting minimum standards in the conduct of hostilities; and . . . at least some of the rules devised must apply to internal, as well as to international war.” 37 International lawyers created gradations of internal conflict (rebellion, insurgency, belligerency) for determining when third-party states could assist the incumbent government and delineated thresholds beyond which the laws of the conduct of war applied. 38 According to Roscoe Oglesby, the modern laws of internal war originated with the American Revolution and the Spanish Colonial wars for Independence. 39 These conflicts, especially the former, brought to the attention of international lawyers and foreign governments the necessity for developing a set of guidelines to govern the behavior of third-party states in the case of civil war. 40

*335 A. The American Revolution
When thirteen of Great Britain's North American colonies united in rebellion against the Crown, they broke with her commercially, on April 6, 1776, and politically, on July 4, 1776. Yet even in April, 1776, when the Continental Congress opened colonial ports to foreign commerce, Great Britain had arguably already established that open war existed between herself and the colonies. In late 1775, the British Parliament determined that stronger measures needed to be taken against the self-rule movement spreading among the provinces. Under Prime Minister North, Parliament adopted the American Prohibitory Act which declared

‘all manner of (the American colonies') trade and commerce is and shall be prohibited;' that any ships found trading ‘shall be forfeited to his Majesty, as if the same were the ships and effects of open enemies;' and that ‘for the encouragement of the officers and seamen of his Majesty's ships of war’ that ‘seamen, marines, and soldiers on board shall have the sole interest and property of all ships, vessels, goods and merchandise, which they shall seize and take.'

John Adams declared of the act, “It throws thirteen colonies out of the royal protection, levels all distinctions, and makes us independent in spite of our supplications and entreaties . . . It may be fortunate that the act of independency should come from the British Parliament rather than the American Congress.”

The new state opened ports to foreign commerce, put in place diplomatic missions to lobby foreign governments to recognize the insurgents' independence, issued letters of marque to authorize private ships to conduct naval warfare, and generally created the machinery for the conduct of foreign relations. These efforts to obtain aid and recognition from other European powers were largely unsuccessful for the first two years of the revolution, but the conduct of naval hostilities nevertheless forced third-party states to make ad hoc determinations of lesser significance.

In 1779, John Paul Jones and privateer Pierre Landais captured three British cargo ships--The Union, The Betsy, and The Charming Polly--and sent the vessels to Bergen, Norway, then under the sovereignty of Denmark. British diplomats in Copenhagen pressed the Danish government to return the prizes as an unlawful attack of rebels and pirates. American demands for the return of the ships (or just compensation) relied upon two arguments. First, the ships were in a Danish port enjoying “rights of humanity” and “hospitality.” Second, Denmark had neither recognized the independence of the colonies, nor joined with Britain in its efforts against the colonies, and was therefore bound by obligations of neutrality. Denmark responded that it had granted the British request precisely because it had not recognized American independence and that it feared “a powerful neighbor across the North Sea”; it allowed Jones, but not the prizes, to return to sea. After this episode, Catherine II of Russia declared a policy of “armed neutrality” under which Russia, as a neutral country, would freely trade with belligerents except for weaponry and military goods. Denmark and Sweden joined this “League of Armed Neutrality,” which enforced this policy primarily against Great Britain and was later joined by the other European maritime powers.

Shortly after Jones' experience at Bergen, he captured two British warships, the Serapis and HMS Countess of Scarborough, accompanying a convoy of British cargo ships which had sailed from the Baltic Sea. He brought the two captured British vessels to Texel Roads, a port in Holland. Again, Britain attempted to force the hosting government to return the vessels, arguing that Jones was a subject of the King who “according to the laws of war and to treaties should be placed in the class of rebels and pirates.” The Dutch instead released Jones and the prizes to sea on the basis that to do otherwise would be to “sit in judgment on the validity of their capture.”

*337
These episodes began building the framework for determining when and under what circumstances states were permitted to recognize insurgents as legal belligerents. Denmark's and Holland's actions both arguably qualified as legally neutral. The former claimed to have an existing treaty with the United Kingdom and did not recognize the new American states as a sovereign; the latter decided that giving in to British pressure would itself constitute judgment on whether or not a “war” existed between Great Britain and her colonies. The British claim was somewhat weakened by its actions in exchanging prisoners of war, interdicting trade with the colonies, military conventions demonstrated by capitulating British generals.” Had the American Revolution not caused (or at least been followed by) revolutionary tumult in Europe and South America, these episodes may have raised relatively isolated, obscure questions of international law that might have just as easily gone unanswered. Yet the century that followed gave rise to multiple waves of revolutionary activity which forced third-party states to attempt to delineate between the legitimate authority of states to manage essentially criminal or treasonous insurgencies and the rights of legitimate belligerents who effectively established viable counter- states.

B. The Spanish Colonial Wars of Independence

Spain initially refused to openly endorse the American Revolution, in part because it represented a philosophical threat to its dominion over territories in the Americas. The fear was prescient. Rebellions against Spanish authority began in “Colombia . . . in April, 1810, spread to Buenos Aires by May of the same year, to Chile and Paraguay in 1811, to the Provinces of the Rio de la Plata by 1816, to Peru and Guatemala in 1821.” As with the American Revolution, the progress of insurgents in capturing vessels, seeking to open trading routes and managing internal affairs forced third-party states, especially those with extensive ties in the Western Hemisphere, to adapt policies to new geopolitical realities.

In Venezuela, the Junta of Caracas opened its ports to foreign commerce, and offered tariff incentives for foreign trade to encourage recognition. Colombia followed in 1815. The revolutionaries similarly established a foreign policy apparatus to lobby European governments for aid. In response, the Spanish government blockaded Venezuela's ports (although it described the blockade as the enforcement of its laws governing its possessions in the Caribbean and South America). Neutrality emerged as a common foreign policy preference for many of these states.

Britain, for example, did not prevent soldiers from fighting for rebelling forces in Venezuela in part because its law only prevented military service “with a ‘foreign prince, state or potentate.’” Thus, Britain could not restrain its officers--as the Spanish Crown insisted--precisely because it would not recognize the insurgents, which would flagrantly violate its commitments to Spain. On the other hand, Britain feared that adopting a posture too accommodating to the Spanish might cause the South American insurgents to exclude British trade to the benefit of the United States. In addition, public opinion favored the revolutionaries. Britain also led European efforts to mediate between Spain and the revolutionaries on the basis of “armistice for the rebels, political equality and free trade for the colonists.”

For its part, the United States had long fostered ties with Caribbean and South American provinces. Commercial ties with Cuba and other Caribbean possessions, for example, predated the American Revolution; geography and agricultural advantages made the United States better able to provide goods to Spanish colonies. *340 Commercial ties with Chile began in the late eighteenth century when “whaling and sealing [opportunities] . . . brought New England ships to the
Chilean coast.” Commerce between the United States and Latin American provinces promised to improve if Spain lost her monopoly on trading routes between South America and trading centers at Cadiz and Barcelona.

The United States and the United Kingdom adopted similar, although not perfectly aligned, trajectories toward neutrality toward the nascent Latin American states. President Madison proclaimed on September 1, 1815 that neither American personnel nor vessels would be permitted to aid the fight against Spain. The declaration, technically a statement of neutrality, effectively extended “belligerent rights to the colonies, as well as a grant of what in later parlance became known as recognition of belligerency.” The division between efforts at purely commercial opportunities for gain and active assistance to the revolutionaries became predictably difficult to delineate. Among other goods sent via American ships to Chile early in its rebellion were pistols, rifles, and a printing press—to “be put in the service of the revolutionists.”

The British position also followed a gradual course to neutrality. Bound by the Treaty of Madrid to support the Spanish in South America, the British initially attempted to prevent her subjects from providing some forms of military aid to the revolutionaries. Britain later treated the parties equally with respect to munitions exports and finally granted the revolutionaries belligerent rights on the high seas between 1821 and 1823, when it became clear that Spain could not reclaim her colonies. Although British and American practice differed in some respects, both followed a generally identifiable process toward recognizing Latin American revolutionaries as lawful belligerents:

[The conception of belligerency] began with the admission of rebel merchant vessels into ports; it continued with the admission of their war vessels and prizes; gradually, it assumed the form of a grant of equal and impartial treatment (subject, at the outset, to existing treaty obligations); the deliberate concession of belligerent rights to both sides on the high seas was the last stage in the process of the hardening of the conception of recognition of belligerency.

By extending belligerent recognition to rebelling Latin American provinces, the United States and the United Kingdom accomplished two objectives. First, it allowed their domestic merchants to participate to a greater degree in trade with these provinces. Second, it opened up the Spanish monopoly generally to trade with all states. What appeared to be a guiding rule of law, neutrality, provided them the ability to further these interests. This is the case for Libya's civil war. As will be argued below, French, Italian, Qatari, British and American recognition of the Libyan opposition not only furthered individual interests in energy exploitation, it also helped minimize the civil war's interruptions to the circulation of affordable energy worldwide.

C. The American Civil War

While the American Revolution and the Spanish Colonial Wars for Independence oversaw the growth of certain norms governing insurrection and rebellion, the American Civil War provided the key episode in the development of belligerent recognition. By the mid-nineteenth century, both the industrialized north and the agricultural south had developed extensive trading networks with Europe. Moreover, the increasing influence of the United States in the western hemisphere and elsewhere compelled both European and South American states to consider whether division of the
country might be strategically preferable. Geopolitical preferences aside, the conflict quickly required third-party states to adopt policies to manage the competing demands made by Union and Confederate governments.

After the original seven southern governments seceded from the United States of America and attacked Fort Sumter, South Carolina, Abraham Lincoln announced a Union blockade of ports from South Carolina to the Rio Grande; this was subsequently amended to include ports in North Carolina and Virginia upon their secession. The blockade itself was of questionable constitutionality; his cabinet was divided on the question of whether Lincoln should dispatch the U.S. Navy to blockade southern ports or simply close ports located in the south to commerce. The former option was well-recognized under international law to be legal only in time of war while the latter was consistent with the stated position of the United States that the attack on Fort Sumter and secession of the southern states constituted an internal police matter. If Lincoln had only closed the ports, commercial ships attempting to dock would have violated only American domestic law. Both options engendered possible conflict with European maritime powers, particularly Britain.

Lincoln instead chose to institute blockade and called out the national militia in response to the fall of Fort Sumter. Just as importantly from the perspective of European powers, Jefferson Davis authorized the issuance of letters of marque to Confederate privateers. Since only a belligerent could authorize the sending of privateers to sea, Britain had to decide whether to treat Confederate privateers as legitimate belligerents or as pirates.

On May 13, 1861, three days after American envoy George Dallas officially communicated the blockade to the British government, Great Britain declared a policy of neutrality toward the divided nation and strengthened naval forces near the United States to protect shipping interests. France followed on June 10, while most European maritime powers followed soon after. Americans protested that “British recognition was hasty, that the conditions necessitating such a step were not present, and that in fact British haste in the matter amounted to a hostile act.” After the announcement of British neutrality, legal scholars began to question when belligerency should be acknowledged. Two competing arguments emerged: (1) that belligerent rights required an official declaration of neutrality; or (2) belligerency may be inferred from certain acts without an official declaration.

While these views were never perfectly reconciled, the latter view gained substantial support from international lawyers. Under international law, only belligerents could maintain effective blockades and, similarly, the prerogative of official recognition belonged to each sovereign nation. In Britain, Parliament was split over the issue of supporting the South, even before serious contemplation of the international legal dimension was considered. Liberals supported the North on the basis of hostility toward slavery (a position Lincoln was to emphasize later in an effort to build international support), while pragmatism seemed to favor recognition of the Confederacy. Despite Cabinet discussions on recognizing the Confederacy, Britain maintained a policy of neutrality after “British Governments and Law Officers of the Crown on numerous occasions described the proclamation by the lawful government of a blockade jure gentium against the insurgents as a recognition of a state of belligerency.”

The position of the U.S. government was particularly ill-timed given the building international consensus on blockades as a subject of international law. After the Crimean War (1853-1856), Britain, France, Prussia, Russia, Turkey, and Austria agreed in the Declaration of Paris to respect neutral commerce during war, effectively changing then customary international norms governing privateering and blockades. The United States was invited to join the treaty - the Declaration of Paris--but refused to do so until the parties included protecting private property at sea.
the Confederacy, dependent on privateers and the hospitality of foreign ports, began issuing letters of marque, the United States attempted to accede to the treaty in order to take advantage of its anti-privateering provisions. Britain and France refused to extend such favorable treatment to the Union, and indeed, from 1861, coordinated with other European powers on the possibility of mediating the conflict.

Aside from the inferences made by British international lawyers over the use of blockades, the British also relied on implicit recognition of belligerency resulting from the internal American constitutional machinery. First, Congress authorized the President to declare parts of the country “in a state of insurrection.” Second, the U.S. Supreme Court decided that the proclamation of a blockade was conclusive evidence that a state of war existed. Earl Russell, who wrangled with U.S. minister Adams over the timing of the British declaration, clearly expressed that the British decision was not only based on international law, but that Judge Dunlop's decision in the case of The Tropic Wind “asserted civil war to exist.” Other neutral governments adopted a similar position.

*347  D. The Spanish Civil War

The Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 exposed the incoherence of the belligerency doctrine as it related to conditions of revolution or civil war. Although by now it should be evident that the law of belligerency as articulated by Lauterpacht enjoyed little support in the official statements of governments, a small note on the origins of the traditional doctrine will help understand the broader picture. Belligerency as a status in international law remained largely dormant--Cuba's war for independence excepted--until its revival during the Spanish Civil War and to the subsequent explosion of internal wars during the Cold War. The Spanish Civil War caused a robust debate among international lawyers, some of whom somewhat abruptly suggested that the “international law of belligerency” had a long past informed by relatively consistent state practice. Indeed, it is at this point that Lauterpacht acknowledged a “duty” to recognize belligerency, even if the more concrete definition appeared later in his seminal Recognition in International Law. But, Lauterpacht himself asserted the claim based only upon what he perceived to be agreement among international lawyers at the time of a general right to recognition.

In any event, the Spanish Civil War broke out on July 17, 1936 led by an army in Spanish Morocco, the most effective and well-trained garrison of the Spanish military. The Spanish Civil War fit the view of belligerent recognition as Lauterpacht asserted it to be under international law, yet no government did so until late in the conflict. The facts, as relevant to international lawyers writing at the time, were relatively clear. First, the Spanish government was legitimately established, “in conformity with the constitution and laws . . . and as a result of free popular elections.” Second, shortly after the outbreak of hostilities, the legitimate government of Spain requested assistance from France. Third, one week after the outbreak of the war, Italy had provided military transport planes to transport Franco's forces to the mainland and Hitler promised to send transports, fighters, bombers, advisers and technicians. Fourth, external powers, mostly European powers, agreed by August 21 to a policy of non-intervention signed by Britain, Belgium, Holland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, France, Portugal, Germany and Italy. The three additional powers signed, but with important omissions and provisos.

The primary debate at the time was how, given the undeniable state of belligerency between the Nationalists and the Loyalists in Spain, governments could justify withholding belligerent recognition. The Madrid government had, in fact, declared a blockade on August 9 and 10, historically a clear invitation for third parties to extend belligerent rights to
both sides. The American Civil War had treated the issue of belligerent recognition as one of fact; international law could be derived from realities on the ground. This right to recognition is what Lauterpacht referred to in his treatise on recognition, and there was apparent agreement among “probably the majority” of international lawyers at the time that there existed a right to recognition and a corresponding duty from outside states. The actions of outside powers during the Spanish Civil War, therefore, seemed inconsistent with customary international law of belligerency.

The explanation for the discrepancy, wrote O’Rourke, was a historical shift in the nature of armed conflict:

The time may have arrived when the latter view [that a state of legal war . . . is entirely contingent upon specific recognition by outside states], *350 based upon the applicability of the principle of sovereignty in international relations, should give way to the practice of collective action and collective decision. Left to individual determination, belligerency, despite its existence in fact, may be refused because of the inconveniences thereby thrust upon the merchant vessels of the recognizing Power. This principle, carried to its logical conclusion, might conceivably result in the refusal of foreign Powers to recognize a legal state of war when the conflict is between two independent nations. 124

O’Rourke’s premonition was correct in the sense that the latter half of the twentieth century was defined by undeclared wars, “police” actions and intervention outside of the traditional belligerent framework.

After World War II, internal wars, revolutions and guerrilla warfare dominated the landscape of armed conflict and produced confusion for the customary norms of international law. For example, the Algerian conflict (1954-1962) saw repeated attempts by the Algerian National Liberation Front (“FLN”) to “arrive at an understanding with the French on the applicability of the Geneva Conventions . . . the French maintained that the FLN had no right to take any prisoners, since it had no right to institute an armed attack against the French government in Algeria.” Thus, even the establishment of the United Nations in 1945 and the conclusion of the Geneva Conventions regulating the laws of war in 1949 did not resolve the historical dilemma for international law regarding belligerents: where the incumbent government insists that third-party states treat rebel groups as criminals within the police power of the governing state, even though the circumstances at hand almost clearly demanded treatment as lawful belligerents. Although Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions called for adherence in cases of “armed conflict not of an international character,” the French still balked at their invocation anticipating the possibility of recognition of belligerency. To be sure, in that conflict and others the sides eventually agreed on the application of international humanitarian law, but many of the old dilemmas unresolved by custom persisted. With the increasing occurrence of civil war, “wars of liberation” and revolution, international institutions and collective decision-making started to play a greater role.

III. TRADITIONS OF BELLIGERENT RECOGNITION

It should be clear through these episodes that the customary international law norm articulated by Lauterpacht did not enjoy particularly strong historical support. Consider again his formulation of the requirements for belligerent recognition:

[F]irst, there must exist within the State an armed conflict of a general (as distinguished from a purely local) character; secondly, the insurgents must occupy and administer a substantial portion of national territory; thirdly, they must conduct the hostilities in accordance with the rules of war and through organized armed
forces acting under a responsible authority; fourthly, there must exist circumstances which make it necessary for outside States to define their attitude by means of recognition of belligerency. 129

Of these criteria, only the last, “circumstances which make it necessary for third parties to define their attitude by acknowledging the status of belligerency,” could be said to have meaningfully motivated third-party states like Denmark and Holland during the American Revolution, or Britain and other neutrals during the American Civil War. The existence of “widely spread armed conflict, occupation of territory and conduct of hostilities in accordance with the rules of war” showed some significance in how neutral states defined their interests, but not how they responded. Indeed, the announcement of a blockade, a feature of each of the episodes described above as well as several others, was not explicitly included although it might be extrapolated from one requirement or another.

For example, the ability to conduct hostilities within the established rules of war (jus in bello) did not appear to play a significant role in determining whether or not states recognized insurgents or revolutionaries as belligerents. Certainly, the American Revolutionaries did observe customary rules regarding the conduct of warfare as well as fighting, by and large, under the command of a properly constituted military. 130 The Confederate States of America similarly observed customary laws of war, although they rejected the Lieber Code--founding principles of modern international humanitarian law--for somewhat technical reasons. 131 In any case, “conducting hostilities in accordance with the rules of war” did not appear to influence British deliberations over policy toward the Confederacy. Certainly, when Gladstone made his controversial speech at Newcastle supporting the independence of the Confederacy, he mentioned that the Confederacy had an army and a navy when declaring that Jefferson Davis had “made a nation.” 132 The wider diplomatic literature, however, shows that Britain focused primarily on balancing strategic interests in division of the United States with the risk of war with the Union swayed in part by domestic antipathy for Southern slavery. 133

*353 The historical evidence, therefore, does not strongly support the customary international law standard asserted by Lauterpacht and other international lawyers. This was clear from the declarations of foreign policy makers, executive determinations of state interest, and the consensus (however limited) generated by concerts of states coordinating responses. 134 By outlining the three traditions of belligerent recognition below, one theory for this discrepancy will be forwarded. Namely, state practice and subsequent legal codification represented varying ideas of how to balance individual versus collective interests in international relations. 135 Lauterpacht had essentially used the customary international law of statehood (population, territory, government) to craft a doctrine by which to recognize when rebels had formed a state--and therefore had a right to declare one--and a corresponding duty for third-party states to recognize it. 136 This was a typical task of the international lawyer, to identify rules that applied to all sovereign states in the interest of maintaining international order and limiting the occurrence and effect of war. Yet the criteria he articulated did not actually derive from customary sources--state practice and opinio juris. The reality was that states often responded to civil wars because their interests demanded it. 137 The interesting part of that question is how they defined their interests.

*354 This Article argues below that they often chose policy trajectories that advanced both individual state interests and collective interests in commercial freedom, stable governments and, where possible, coordinate responses toward civil wars with other third-party states. States deciding when they would recognize “war” in revolutionary situations contemplated, at some level, how they perceived war in the international system generally. In the context of belligerent recognition, these states acknowledged a place for war that was distinctly subordinate to support of legitimate governments, the primacy of high seas commercialism, 138 and, in later years, to the broader legitimacy that institutions
could provide. So, while Lauterpacht and other international lawyers were wrong as to the nature and normative force behind the “duty” to recognize belligerents, the standard they articulated did reflect the tendency of states to adhere to underlying policies that promoted better order in the international system. 139 To analogize to the prisoner’s dilemma, state decisions to recognize insurgents as legitimate sovereign participants in the international system took into account both individual and collective gain.

A. The Commercial Tradition of Belligerent Recognition

In the commercial tradition, states recognize belligerents primarily for the protection of commercial trade on the high seas and the attempt to minimize the effect that internal conflict has on commercial interests. Commercialism represented a source of national wealth, but access to the seas was more importantly a key *355 free good which all nations should enjoy. 140

Revolutionaries established openness toward commerce with foreign powers, understanding that continuity of trade and economic exchange figured prominently in the diplomatic calculations of third-party states. 141 In the context of belligerent recognition, Benjamin Franklin phrased the international interest in commercial freedom this way:

“All the neutral States of Europe seem at present disposed to change what had before been deemed the law of nations, to wit; that an enemy’s property may be taken wherever found; and to establish a rule that free ships shall make free goods. This rule is itself so reasonable, and of a nature to be so beneficial to mankind, that I cannot but wish it may become general[.]” 142

This principle, to minimize the effect of war on trade, enjoys support in the episodes involving John Paul Jones at Bergen in Denmark (Norway) and Texel in Holland. Both Denmark and Holland released Jones back to the seas without acknowledgment of the British claim that Jones was a pirate and subject to the criminal jurisdiction of the King. 143 The two states adhered to the Grotian *356 axiom, “or first principle, the spirit of which is self-evident and immutable, to wit: every nation is free to travel to every other nation, and to trade with it.” 144

It is possible to interpret the Danish and Dutch decisions as calculated to serve a number of foreign policy interests. At the time, the British had already established commercial and military hegemony on the high seas. An international relations theorist 145 or an international law skeptic 146 may therefore argue that their actions were two variations on attempting to “balance” the broader British threat. Indeed, it seems that part of the failure of British diplomacy to find any friends in Europe regarding the American revolt was in part because of “their heavy-handed treatment of the shipping of neutral states like Denmark and the United Provinces . . . .” 147

Yet that explanation raises more questions than it answers. If Denmark sought to weaken its “powerful neighbor across the North Sea,” 148 then why did it return the prizes while Holland decided to release Jones and the prizes? 149 Why did neither choose that point to ally themselves with the Americans as had France (and which, according to Wheaton, was one possible legal action)? 150 If, on the other hand, Denmark truly feared British retaliation, why did it not then turn Jones over? 151
*357 The simplest explanation is that both powers viewed freedom of the seas as a policy solution that fit both national and collective interests. Neither held Jones as a pirate because he did not pose the threat to broader interests in commercial shipping that actual pirates did. Both powers released him with nothing “except those necessary for sailing.” 152 In other words, when vessels arrived at port, the principle of free trade on the seas was to be respected, while the military use of the seas was to be highly regulated. 153 Even if one adopts the realpolitik explanation for both of these states’ actions as well as the formation of the First League of Armed Neutrality, it may be read simply to mean that the broader community of European states punished Britain for not respecting a fundamental multilateral interest: commercial freedom on the high seas. 154

No doubt, the Americans exploited this principle during their contest with the British, but that does not mean the principle lacked merit or force. The Americans argued to the Danish that the success of the American Revolution meant a breaking of the English monopoly on trade, that the separation of the colonies would reduce the threat of the larger British Empire, and that the law of nations demanded hospitality be granted to nations who had made no offense to the receiving nation. 155 The United States adopted the “free ships . . . free goods” position in 1780 when deciding that no more neutral vessels would be apprehended or English goods expropriated unless specifically marked for war-making with the Americans. 156 Ultimately, the United States did become a principal champion of the neutral free commerce idea after independence. 157

Commercialism played a significant role in the British and American positions toward rebelling South American provinces during the Spanish Colonial Wars for Independence. Originally bound by treaty to “prohibit the export of arms and war material to the rebellious Spanish colonies in America,” 158 Britain eventually reversed policy on the basis of a “disinclination to intervene in the struggle and by the prospects of economic advantages from the growing trade with the South American States.” 159 The original British position can be partly justified on the recent completion of the Napoleonic Wars and distaste for revolutions. 160 British merchants, however, successfully persuaded the Foreign Ministry that maintaining treaty commitments to Spain would undermine present and future trading opportunities. 161 Britain therefore chose to accord belligerent rights to the new Latin American states not least because doing so “was also economically advantageous to both [the U.S. and the U.K.] to have the erstwhile Spanish colonies achieve their statehood, and thus to open up trade” but also because “an influential liberal element in both countries favored the independence movements.” 162

For the United States, the questions surrounding belligerent recognition were not just the effect of insurgent vessels on the high seas, but to the commercial availability of American ports to both insurgent vessels and Spanish loyalist vessels. 164 The use by the United States of neutrality and recognition not only served the purposes of advancing commercialism, but, indeed, as Justice Story noted, the purpose of privileging “proprietary” interests during the Spanish Colonial Wars for Independence was to minimize the disruptions to commerce. 165 As with Britain, the domestic opinion decidedly favored the revolutionists. 166

The policy of the United States regarding Spanish vessels and those of the insurgent vessels was, as in the American revolution, a policy of privileging availability of hospitality and trade. 167

British neutrality toward the Union and Confederacy is consistent with these previous episodes. 168 Despite divided internal opinion on which side to favor after the events of Fort Sumter, the British clung to a policy of strict
This was consistent with an outlook that favored the maintenance of commercial trade, yet highly regulated the ability of belligerents to wage war. Thus, the British passed regulations upon belligerent cruisers or privateers but which “did not apply to belligerent merchant vessels, which were free to enter and leave.”

The most famous case contravening the general policy involved the Alabama, a Confederate cruiser built in Liverpool. However, the record is reasonably clear that once Lord Russell discovered the nature of the ship being built (it was supposed to be for France or Egypt), he attempted to prevent its sail. In any case, Britain agreed to compensate the United States for commercial losses of $15,500,000. Other neutral states, notably France, followed the British lead on neutrality.

While commercialism continued to play some part in decisions to grant belligerent status later in the nineteenth century and up until the Spanish Civil War, the international perspective on what should regulate the progress of the international community shifted. As the nineteenth century progressed, concerns with constitutional and institutional paradigms of international order began to complement commercialism.

B. The Constitutional Tradition of Belligerent Recognition

In the constitutional tradition of belligerent recognition, third-party states acknowledged belligerency through the actions of the incumbent government, as well as extending greater recognition to revolutionaries that put in place governmental or constitutional structures as their efforts met with increasing success. Constitutionalism did not, per se, require a written constitution, but rather proceeded upon the internal actions of government machinery to determine when belligerency had occurred or whether revolutionaries had obtained legitimacy both domestically and internationally. With regard to the former, the Act of Parliament, 16th, of King George III (the Prohibitory Act) during the American Revolution, and the decisions issued by President Lincoln, Congress, and the U.S. Supreme Court during the American Civil War demonstrated to outside states that those governments were at war with their own citizens. Exemplifying the latter, President Grant refused belligerent recognition to Cuban revolutionaries in 1875, partly on the grounds that the revolutionaries did not demonstrate the ability to properly conduct governmental affairs domestically or internationally. Similarly, Britain and France acknowledged Confederate belligerency in part because all aspects of an effective government and bureaucracy administered the secessionist state.

The notion of constitutionalism as a desirable norm for the securing of stable, legitimate regimes emerged toward the end of the Enlightenment with Jean Jacques Rousseau and Immanuel Kant. During the late-eighteenth century and nineteenth century, the increasing appearance of liberal democracies alongside or instead of monarchical governments steepened the importance of domestic administrative order at the international level. Attention to the internal deliberative process in these democracies followed logically from the underlying principles of international law. Even at the beginning of the American Revolution—when the “law of nations” still fit firmly within the natural law tradition--opinio juris, or the tendency for states to act out of a sense of legal obligation, mattered.

For example, through the Act of Parliament interdicting trade and commerce with the American colonies during the American Revolution, the British government signaled belligerency to third-party European states. Prior to that, British activity against the rebelling Americans amounted to no more than a police action against those resisting governmental authority. While that Act permitted the interdiction of trade and commerce, its significance is not necessarily for its commercial nature, but because the incumbent government had legislated the rebels from criminals to
actors that deserved the acknowledgment of international law. The British Parliament acknowledged war with the colonies through their legislation just as Congress recognized war with the Confederacy through its authorizations to Lincoln; neither could validly claim to third-party states that their acts applied with the force of law domestically, but, internationally, were without legal consequence.

During the American Civil War, President Lincoln's proclamation of a blockade of southern ports, Congressional vindication of Lincoln's wartime declarations, and a Supreme Court opinion that verified the condition of war between the North and South provided the clearest example of constitutional machinery establishing the sufficient conditions for belligerent recognition. As a result, Lord Russell, defending the British decision to recognize the Confederates as legitimate belligerents, was able to marshal support from statements from every branch of the U.S. government. Additionally, the Confederacy had formed an effective and popularly legitimized government. As a practical matter, that government also issued letters of marque, creating a necessity for Britain and other maritime powers to respond to the situation in the United States-- Confederate privateers must have been declared either pirates or legitimate belligerents.

Constitutionalism did not just matter because it forced states to admit when rebellion had reached an internationally significant level; it mattered because third-party states viewed legitimate governments as more stable for the international order. Popular legitimacy (if not popular sovereignty) better ensured international stability. Because “uncertainty generated in international relations forces citizens to depend emotionally and politically on their leaders,” unpopular or illegitimate ruling authorities posed wider threats to both domestic and international order. Gladstone's speech at Newcastle (which he later admitted regretting) that the Confederacy had formed a nation went beyond mere rhetoric. Similar to British action relative to the Greek insurrection, the importance of the formation of a legitimate government affected British decisions “supporting popular and liberal principles abroad.”

The point in recognizing the concern with constitutionalism, or responsible government, is meant to show that there existed a standard in the international community: a nascent form of self-determination that heavily influenced belligerent recognition. Constitutionalism is set beside commercialism in order to show that during the nineteenth century, there were points of convergent interests among most of the European and American countries for acknowledging legitimate efforts at succession to the international community.

For example, during the Greek insurrection of 1821, Britain, then possessing a protectorate over the Ionian islands, shifted policy when the Greeks became both militarily and constitutionally established. While the specific details of the conflict will not be explored here, it is important to note that the defining shift in policy of Great Britain followed closely the formation of a national assembly at Epidaurus that “proclaimed the independence of Greece, promulgated a Constitution and set up the framework of a general government.” While indecision marked British opinion on international law up to the point that a Constitution was formed,

It became necessary to put aside all indecision when on March 25, 1822, the Greek provisional government established by the terms of the Constitution promulgated at Epidaurus on January 13, 1822, proclaimed a blockade of certain Turkish ports, and the Greek victory of Kemeris at Chios on the following June 18, gave to the insurgents the command of the seas.
Indeed, the importance of internal political stability went hand in hand with commercial concerns. “Commercial pacifists” had long argued that “representative government contributed to peace--when the citizens who bear the burdens of war elect their governments, wars become impossible--for them, the deeper cause of peace was commerce.”  

The Spanish Civil War represented not only the unraveling of European stability prior to World War II, but also the emergence of institutionalism as a force in belligerent recognition. The glaring inconsistencies of the Spanish Civil War with any prior understanding of belligerent recognition are manifold. First, the elected, incumbent government of Spain, lawfully requesting assistance from France, was confronted with a deferral to limited transfers from private arms dealers, and then the proposal for an international conference to manage the conflict. The Spanish Civil War represented a shift in third-party states response to civil wars--before, states determined whether they had to accord rights to revolutionaries, but after, no belligerent rights would be accorded unless third-party states agreed to do so. This clearly “limited what [the Republican government] regarded as their legitimate right, as a properly constituted government, to buy arms where they wished.” Second, the powers seeking (or claiming) to enforce non-intervention had recognized different governments as legitimate. Thus, Italy, Germany, Portugal, El Salvador, and Albania had accepted the Franco regime as the legitimate government of Spain. Third, despite the declaration of blockade by the parent government, the most recognized form of belligerent acknowledgment, third-party states steadfastly refused to declare neutrality. Britain and France pursued their attempts at non-intervention; Russia briefly supplied the Loyalist government; and Germany, Italy, and Portugal funneled enormous amounts of arms and aid to Franco's forces. As will be argued below, the reliance of France and Britain on policies of non-intervention revealed the ascent (problematic in the case of Spain) of institutionalism as the new conduit for the international community's values of what methods would ensure orderly succession of legitimate regimes.

C. The Institutionalist Tradition of Belligerent Recognition

During the development of belligerent recognition in the nineteenth century, international institutions were fleeting and not highly influential. During the American Revolution, the First League of Armed Neutrality represented an extraordinarily attenuated form of institutionalism--it might be safely said that the formation of the league extended belligerent rights to the Americans, but it otherwise coordinated little action toward the American-British conflict. Institutions eventually would become important sources of international law and the establishment of international norms upon which customary law might be made.

In the institutionalist tradition of belligerent recognition, concerts of states or international organizations both recognize and manage internal conflict, civil war, or revolution. Institutionalism as a method of promulgating international peace and order is found in the writings of Kant, Locke, and Bentham, but was articulated most forcefully and persuasively by Woodrow Wilson after World War I. He saw international institutions as the method by which universal principles governing the law of nations would be established and overseen:

Our object now, as then, is to vindicate the principles of peace and justice in the life of the world as against selfish and autocratic power and to set up amongst the really free and self-governed peoples of the world such a concert of purpose and of action as will henceforth ensure the observance of those principles.

For example, Europeans, led by the British, made overtures toward mediation between belligerents during the Spanish Colonial Wars for Independence and the American Civil War. Institutions or concerts of states experienced limited
success in affecting the course of the civil war in the nineteenth century although their role steadily increased after the Spanish Civil War.

During the American Civil War, when the United States attempted to accede to the Declaration of Paris, for example, it was an institutional response--from the European maritime powers--that decided it would not be allowed to do so. Similarly, European powers unsuccessfully attempted to mediate between the Union and the Confederacy. Lincoln rebuffed French offers to mediate in 1862 and 1863 ultimately stating that, in its words, “Congress would be obliged to look upon any further attempt in the same direction as an unfriendly act which it earnestly deprecates.” The importance of the European efforts to mediate lies not so much in evaluating its success or failure but in the motivations of the powers to end “the innumerable calamities and immense bloodshed” which attended the war and evils which it inflicted upon Europe. This motivation--the desire to minimize the effect of war on civilians--underscored the future ascent of institutionalism as the preferred method by which third-party states recognized and managed civil wars.

Indeed, institutionalism clearly drove British and French policy toward the Spanish Civil War; not only could the conflict be recognized through international institutions, but could be managed by them. The policy confused international lawyers since the conditions thought necessary for extending neutral rights to the contestants existed, but third-party states refused to acknowledge the civil war. This effectively denied shipment of arms to the Loyalists while Germany, Italy, and Portugal acted in concert to support the rebels. British and French policy may have been driven by the initial successes of the League of Nations from 1925-30, under which it appeared that both civil and international wars could be managed by international institutions. When war broke out in Spanish Africa in 1936, Britain and France, “shaken by Hitler's remilitarization of the Rhineland, were interested in trying to achieve some kind of general stabilization in Europe by means of . . . an international instrument” whereby the war in Spain should so far as possible be insulated.

It has already been noted that the attempts at orchestrated non-intervention failed. Italy, Germany, and Portugal violated the terms that were meant to regulate international management of the Spanish Civil War. What is more interesting about the Spanish Civil War is the effect of favoring this “international instrument” over the international law of belligerent recognition, such as it was. Skeptics of international law have often lamented its “legalistic-moralistic approach to international problems. . . .” So far as the Spanish Civil War goes, the opposite case seems more persuasive: the abandonment of international law allowed the excesses of Mussolini, Hitler, and Salazar to precipitate Franco's success. Belligerent recognition would have resulted in a policy of neutrality by third parties, rather than the debilitation of the incumbent Loyalist regime.

The conduct of third-party states should not, in any case, be seen as suggesting anything normative about institutionalism--sometimes it works; sometimes it does not. Certainly it is more likely to work when participants agree on the interests involved. Indeed, after the Spanish Civil War, institutions have been increasingly used as mechanisms for recognition and maintenance of civil war hostilities. During the conflicts discussed where institutions played a role in hostilities, it is evident that the institutions were lent varying levels of weight toward specific purposes. The resolution of France and Britain not to permit the Declaration of Paris to be legally available to the United States during the American Civil War was an instance of agreed-upon interests made in the shadow of the previously discussed tradition of commercialism. Conversely, British and French faith in the international response to the Spanish Civil War was mistaken given that the states recognized at the time that the participants in the multilateral response did not share sufficient interests.

After the end of World War II, the major powers established the United Nations as the chief institution for orchestrating the international response to rebellion, insurrection, and civil war. Of course, the organization's structural features,
especially the Security Council, limited its ability to act in many of these civil conflicts during the twentieth century since the Cold War and colonial legacies caused one of the veto-holding members to prevent collective action. In the many conflicts where the United Nations could not effectively intervene, concerts of states nevertheless played important roles in recognizing and managing internal conflict.

IV. LIBYA AND THE TRADITIONS OF BELLIGERENCE

Returning to the puzzle presented at the beginning of the Article, why would states like France, Italy, Qatar, the U.S. and the United Kingdom, which all agreed to the multilateral intervention based on international humanitarian law, simultaneously pursue a policy of unilateral recognition of the opposition in Benghazi?

Recognition of the Libyan opposition facilitated both national and multilateral interests in uninterrupted flow of energy; created the conditions for a pluralistic Libyan republic; and, helped stabilize both Africa and the broader region by facilitating the exit of Muammar Qadhafi.

A. The Factual Background

While the exact and immediate causes of the Libyan civil war are manifold--certainly including allegations of government ineptitude, corruption, and inspiration from protests in neighboring Egypt and Tunisia--it is well-documented that the protests began in Benghazi on February 15, 2011. The government's response, which began with tear gas, crowd dispersal, and arrests, quickly escalated to the use of live ammunition. Typical of the events leading to outbreak of civil war, the government claimed that the protesters were an “armed rebellion,” to be dealt with under domestic criminal law. On the ground, soldiers and government personnel up to high levels defected to the inchoate opposition movement. While the extent and severity of the government's crackdown was not (and still is not) clear, foreign governments quickly asserted that the response amounted to possible crimes against humanity. Incumbent and opposition forces divided control of the country. On February 26, 2011, the U.N. Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1970 which aimed to “impose immediate measures to stop the violence [perpetrated by Muammar Qadhafi], ensure accountability and facilitate humanitarian aid.”

The measures in the resolution referred the situation to the International Criminal Court; imposed an arms embargo on Libya; leveled sanctions on key Qadhafi regime participants; ensured that “frozen assets will be made available to benefit the people of Libya”; provided for the facilitation of humanitarian assistance; and, committed the Security Council to review of the situation.

The text of the resolution was relatively clear: the principal international concerns guiding multilateral intervention in the Libyan civil war were the perpetration of violence against civilians and the importance of bringing perpetrators of that violence to account. While Resolution 1970 did not explicitly declare that a state of civil war existed in Libya, it did refer to principles of international humanitarian law, generally applicable to limit the effects of armed conflict. Between February 26 and March 10, 2011, protests expanded and militarized while the government's response became more heavy-handed; both sides began committing atrocities that might be prosecuted as war crimes. The conflict created tens of thousands of refugees.
On March 10, 2011, France declared that it would recognize the “Libyan National Council”—a largely anonymous group—as the legitimate representative of the Libyan people. The decision not only surprised many of France's allies and joint participants in the U.N.-led efforts, but also many of its high-ranking diplomatic personnel.

On March 17, 2011, the Security Council revisited its February 26 mandate. Determining that the “deteriorating situation, the escalation of violence, and the heavy civilian casualties,” justified stronger intervention, it adopted a “no-fly zone” over Libya to be enforced “nationally or through regional organizations or arrangements,” which were further authorized “to take all necessary measures to enforce compliance” with the mandate. While Security Council Resolution 1973 enjoyed less support, with ten authorizing votes and five abstentions, it repeated that the key international concerns were “to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under threat of attack in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, including Benghazi, while excluding a foreign occupation force of any form on any part of Libyan territory.” Resolution 1973 also stressed “the need to intensify efforts to find a solution to the crisis which responds to the legitimate demands of the Libyan people and notes the decisions of the Secretary-General to send his Special Envoy to Libya and of the Peace and Security Council of the African Union to send its ad hoc High-Level Committee to Libya with the aim of facilitating dialogue to lead to the political reforms necessary to find a peaceful and sustainable solution.” The new resolution authorizing the use of force not only stepped closer to acknowledging an open civil war—through reference to Benghazi—but also to the importance of international management of Libya's transition to a popularly legitimate government.

Stating that the “Libyan system has lost its legitimacy,” on March 27, 2011, Qatar recognized the “transitional council” after concluding an agreement for Qatar Petroleum to market crude oil no longer controlled by Muammar Qadhafi. Qatar's recognition was supported by the Gulf Cooperation Council members Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. On April 4, 2011, Italy recognized the “National Transition Council” as the “only legitimate interlocutor on bilateral relations”, promising an aid package underwritten by energy company ENI and Italian bank UniCredit. On July 15, 2011, the United States recognized the National Transitional Council after obtaining promises it would uphold Libya's international obligations, pursue a democratic reform agenda and use funds for the benefit of Libyan people. The United Kingdom declared its recognition of the NTC on July 27, 2011. Other states rapidly followed.

B. Recognition of the National Transitional Council Minimized Disruptions in Global Energy Flows

Energy security is a fundamental and global commercial priority. While free maritime passage remains an important multilateral interest, the regime governing the ocean—based on the U.N. Charter, the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Seas and well-developed customary international law—has minimized the chance that civil wars will affect maritime commerce in the way they did between 1776 and 1939. Indeed, while ocean-going commerce remains critical, commercial and military use of airspace has emerged as a new frontier in facilitating movement of goods and people. Moreover, as industrialization has expanded across the globe, energy has become a key good the movement of which ties together the commercial and economic interests of a significant majority of states. Oil remains the most important source for global energy production and nearly two-thirds of that resource lies in the Middle East. Civil wars now potentially threaten these and other important multilateral interests. In the case of Libya, preserving the global supply of uninterrupted, affordable energy was an explicit or implicit foreign policy interest of a significant number of states, and certainly those with historical and presently high levels of energy consumption. Libya holds the largest
known oil reserves in Africa and approximately 3.34 percent of global reserves, although there is a consensus that its petroleum resources are probably much greater. Moreover, its oil is relatively easily extracted and needs little refining. A substantial part of Libya's extraction, transportation, and refining infrastructure is located in the eastern half of the country that was controlled by the Libyan opposition. Third-party states quickly acknowledged the threat that the civil war posed to global energy markets.

Just as in the nineteenth century commercialism drove belligerent recognition out of a need to preserve maritime trade, states recognized the opposition in Benghazi out of a need to ensure that the conduct of hostilities between the incumbent regime and the opposition cause minimal disruptions to the participation of Libya in the global energy supply. While the precise details behind France's initial recognition remain somewhat opaque, there are strong indications that it followed some guarantee of access to French energy firms. Qatari recognition on March 28, 2011 allowed the Libyan opposition to facilitate exploitation of oil resources under their control. Italian recognition on April 4 was part of an effort to secure the flow of oil from Libya to Italy - the main conduit through which Libya's oil supplied Europe. Indeed, recognition itself allowed Libyan petroleum exports to circumvent the sanctions regime imposed by the U.N. In its broader, historical context, the somewhat curious decision to recognize the Libyan opposition makes more sense. Recognition of the opposition facilitated both individual interests of the states that did so--France, Qatar, Italy, the U.S., the U.K. - as well as collective concerns about the movement of Libyan oil. Rebels, in turn, opened areas under their control to foreign commerce as a way to facilitate recognition.

C. Recognition of the National Transitional Council (Arguably) Facilitated the Formation of a Pluralistic Libyan Republic

When the civil war broke out, Qadhafi quickly called it an “armed rebellion” and asserted that “Islamists” had taken small towns in the east. In a lengthy televised address, Qadhafi's son Saif expanded the ranks of the rebels to include “drunkards and thugs.” Official governmental representatives repeatedly asserted that the protests constituted an internal Libyan matter, although those statements often explicitly referred to a civil war already under way. However, just as third-party states viewed the imposition of blockades in the 19th century as evidence that a government had acknowledged a state of war (Qadhafi, in fact, tried to mine and prevent use of rebel-held ports), Qadhafi's relatively quick use of warplanes in the east seemed determinative that a state of war existed.

More importantly, the rebelling populations and defectors from the government appeared to start forming governance structures to run the eastern towns and provinces. On March 5, 2011, former Qadhafi regime Justice Minister Mustafa ‘Abd al-Jalil announced that the “national council - the opposition's newly formed government - held its first formal meeting in the eastern rebel stronghold of Benghazi and declared itself the sole representative” of Libya. Former Interior Minister Abdel Fatah Younes coordinated the military organization of loosely affiliated civilians and professional soldiers that defected from the Libyan Army until he was assassinated. The National Transitional Council formed a diplomatic corps comprised in significant part by diplomats who defected from the Libyan regime.

Beginning with France's recognition on March 10, 2011, the National Transitional Council earned the recognition of the key military and strategic players affecting the Libyan intervention and eventually the U.N. General Assembly. While it has for some time been doubtful that the National Transitional Council is as well-organized, unified or
representative as it suggests, third-party states accepted that it enjoyed greater legitimacy, and therefore greater promise for stability. Indeed, by all accounts the national elections for an interim legislative assembly held on July 7, 2012 were legitimate by international standards and the NTC has promised, as of August, 2012, to transition authority to it to oversee the drafting of a new constitution.

D. Recognition of the Libyan National Transitional Council was Consistent with U.N. Security Council Resolutions 1970 and 1973

In the institutionalist tradition of belligerent recognition, third party states coordinate the recognition, mediation and management of a civil war. International condemnation of Qadhafi's response to the protests in Benghazi began as early as February 21, 2011 and the U.N. Security Council unanimously adopted its first sanctions resolution on February 26, 2011. In addition to the actions coordinated by the Security Council, the African Union repeatedly attempted to broker cease-fires and longer-term solutions to the conflict.

The rapidness of the international response was directly related to the level of consensus among third-party states on two primary interests: the protection of civilians under international humanitarian law and the interest in removing the Qadhafi regime which continuously and repeatedly undermined international order generally and African order specifically. As explored above, the institutional tradition for managing civil wars is appealing because concerts of states or international institutions are able to agree upon interests at stake in a civil war and then apply a collective response; national interests and collective interests theoretically dovetail. Indeed, this is one reason why international humanitarian law has become such a motivating force for collective action during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries - third-party states have reached agreement that all states, and all people, benefit from separating, and protecting, non-combatants from combatants in warfare, even for “internal” armed conflict. As James Turner Johnson noted:

The shift from ‘law of war’ to ‘law of armed conflicts’ is more than simply one of nomenclature; substantively, it signifies the effort of the international community to extend to all armed conflicts, whether domestic or between states, whether formally declared wars or not, the same rules for conduct earlier imposed on states formally at war with each other. Other important elements in the new conception include broader responsibility for the international community to enforce the rules for right conduct in armed conflict and a shift toward understanding violations of these rules as crimes of war for which individuals may be prosecuted.

This consensus is not only reflected in multilateral treaties like the Geneva Conventions and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, but also in the reformation of military codes, the training of military personnel and the means by which governments may ensure domestic order. Qadhafi's use of helicopters and warplanes on the initial protests far exceeded the outer limits of those means and led to the effective declaration that a civil war existed by the U.N. Security Council which acted to enforce international humanitarian law. If the protests were, as Qadhafi claimed, merely civil unrest, then use of warplanes on civilians was “outrageous”; if, on the other hand, Qadhafi used the warplanes - as he claimed - only on opposition arms depots, then he could hardly deny the existence of an armed conflict and therefore the applicability of international humanitarian law.

Certainly, recognitions by third-party states were consistent with the U.N. Security Council Resolutions calling for states “acting nationally or through regional organizations or arrangements, and acting in cooperation with the Secretary-
General, to take all necessary measures” to achieve resolution objectives. Yet these states were likely motivated by another interest: removal of Qadhafi from power altogether. Indeed, the U.N. Security Council Resolutions specifically sanctioned Qadhafi, members of his family and associates for their participation in unlawfully targeting civilians. If it is true, as this article has argued, that third-party states respond to civil wars in ways that advance both national interests and international order, then unilateral recognitions made sense because they delegitimized the Qadhafi regime.

The national interests in doing so were not difficult to identify: Qadhafi and his agents were tied to multiple small-scale attacks on civilians including the 1986 bombing of a German nightclub frequented by U.S. soldiers, the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am passenger plane that killed nationals of 21 states and the hijacking of a passenger plane in Karachi, Pakistan. On a larger scale, Qadhafi's regime regularly provoked conflicts with its neighbors including *386 Egypt and Sudan, invaded neighboring Chad four times (conducting, in essence, a proxy war with France), “trained, armed and dispatched . . . Charles Taylor and Foday Sankoh to take power in West African countries,” actively participated in the blood diamond trade and, until 2003, built up a clandestine nuclear weapons program in violation of its treaty obligations. 257 While it remains unclear whether the succeeding governing persons and structures will cause fewer problems, states that extended unilateral recognition to the forces in Benghazi had sufficient reason to believe that their success would benefit both African and international stability.

V. CONCLUSION

States which extended unilateral and total recognition to the opposition forces in Benghazi demonstrated, again, that international lawyers could probably never have formed practical or coherent rules to govern the conduct of foreign states toward internal wars. 258 In the case of civil wars, third-party states' response could not be said to be *387 driven explicitly by revolutionaries' “occupation of territory” or their proper conduct of warfare. At the end of the day, recognition is well-recognized under international law to be the prerogative of the granting state, and it has long been used in curious ways. 259

Yet, that does not mean that the customary international norms they articulated did not reflect underlying principles of decision-making that sought to balance national with international interests. 260 During the episodes described above, third-party states showed a distinct commitment to minimize the effect of a civil war on international commerce and trade; scrutinized the legitimacy and sustainability of revolutionary governments; and, attempted, where possible, to reach agreement with similarly affected states to determine the appropriate course of action.

French, Italian, Qatari, American and British recognition of the NTC in the early and middle stages of the conflict can be reasonably interpreted to have minimized the effect of the civil war on global energy interests, 261 acknowledged, however preliminarily, the existence of a counter-government there; and, advanced the U.N. Security Council's interest in protecting civilians. The swiftness and strength of action within the United Nations system, the Arab League as well as other international organizations is attributable to Qadhafi's practice of destabilizing large parts of the world, especially Africa. This may also explain why states were interested in recognizing the National Transitional Council: to facilitate his permanent ouster from political and military influence.

As it happens, Qadhafi's demise did not precipitate an immediate restoration of order in Libya nor does the National Transitional Council appear to have forged the national, popular legitimacy envisioned by Security Council Resolutions 1970 and 1973. Militarily, Libya is now divided into a “bewildering array of grassroots military formations.” 262 Former Qadhafi regime participants in the National Transitional Council have weakened its legitimacy in the eyes of
many Libyans as has its secrecy. Leaders in Libya's oil-rich eastern Barqa province have called for greater political independence from Tripoli, raising fears that the state will fracture along tribal, religious or other historical lines.

Yet whichever situation ultimately results in Libya, it was certainly not “crazy” for third-party states to recognize the opposition in Benghazi as a legitimate government, even the only legitimate government. This is true as a matter of historical state practice, the interests of the states involved and the society of states generally.
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Dennis, supra note 12, at 206 (“[F]ull recognition as a de jure government should be withheld until the armed issue has been resolved conclusively in favor of the permanency of the new government. Only the fact of control and acceptance by the people is vital, not the formalities of establishment.”).

See generally Walker, supra note 31, at 200 (stating “the parent State itself could announce to the world the existence of a civil war and its intention to exercise those war rights derived both from its own statehood and from the fact of the existence of war.”).
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See Doyle, supra note 135, at 138-39 (noting that unlike Hobbes and Machiavelli, Rousseau saw war as symptomatic of “variations in the constitution of the state”).

The term “international law” is attributed to Bentham who meant to distinguish this term from “the law of nations” as explored by Blackstone; in doing so, Bentham sought to highlight that international law involves transactions between sovereigns, rather than just the comparative laws of all nations. See M. W. Janis, Commentary, Jeremy Bentham and the Fashioning of “International Law”, 78 Am. J. Intl L. 405, 408-09 (1984).

Blackstone, Commentaries, Book 4, Chapter 5 (“The law of nations is a system of rules, deductible by natural reason, and established by universal consent among the civilized inhabitants of the world ... And those acts of parliament, which have from time to time been made to enforce this universal law, or to facilitate the execution of its decisions, are not to be considered introductive of any new rule, but merely as declaratory of the old fundamental constitutions of the kingdom ...”); See also Tom J. Farer, Harnessing Rogue Elephants: A Short Discourse on Foreign Intervention in Civil Strife, 82 Harv. L. Rev.
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The report of deaths and injured vary widely by source, many of which admit they cannot confirm exact numbers or events. See, e.g., Douglas Birch, U.S. Condemns Crackdowns on Mideast Protests, Wash. Post, Feb. 20, 2011, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2011/02/20/AR2011022001049.html (“Libyan forces fired machine-guns at mourners marching in a funeral for anti-government protesters in Benghazi Sunday, a day after commandos and foreign mercenaries pummeled demonstrators with assault rifles and other heavy weaponry. A physician in Benghazi told The Associated Press that at least 200 had been killed in demonstrations against the regime of Moammar Gadhafi.”).


Id. (“Libyan diplomats across the world have either resigned in protest at the use of violence against citizens, or renounced Gaddafi's leadership, saying that they stand with the protesters. Late on Tuesday night, General Abdul-Fatah Younis, the country's interior minister, became the latest government official to stand down, saying that he was resigning to support what he termed as the ‘February 17 revolution’ ... Mustapha Abdeljalil, the country's justice minister, had resigned in protest at the ‘excessive use of violence’ against protesters, and diplomats at Libya's mission to the United Nations called on the Libyan
army to help remove ‘the tyrant Muammar Gaddafi’. A group of army officers has also issued a statement urging soldiers to ‘join the people’ and remove Gaddafi from power.”).

See, e.g., Birch, supra note 207 (“State Department spokesman Philip Crowley said the U.S. has received a number of credible reports that hundreds of people have been killed and injured in the unrest, although the extent of the violence is unknown because Libya has denied access to international media and human rights groups. Crowley said the U.S. has raised ‘strong objections to the use of lethal force against peaceful protesters. The European Union also denounced the Libyan government’s response to the protests, with the EU’s foreign policy chief calling for an end to the violence.’”).


See generally What is International Humanitarian Law?, Int'l Comm. of the Red Cross (July 2004), http://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/what_is_ihl.pdf (“International humanitarian law applies only to armed conflict; it does not cover internal tensions or disturbances such as isolated acts of violence. The law applies only once a conflict has begun, and then equally to all sides regardless of who started the fighting.”).

See Ian Black & Owen Bowcott, Libya Protests: Massacres Reported as Gaddafi Imposes News Blackout, Guardian.co.uk (Feb. 18, 2011), http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/feb/18/libya-protests-massacres-reported (“Umm Muhammad, a political activist in Benghazi, told the Guardian that 38 people had died there ... ‘This is a bloody massacre—in Benghazi, in al-Bayda, all over Libya. They are releasing prisoners from the jails to attack the demonstrators. The whole Libyan people want to bring down this regime’ ... ‘[and on that day] a number of conspirators were executed. They were locked up in the holding cells of a police station because they resisted, and some died burning inside the building.”’).
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226 Scott Peterson, U.S. Recognition of Rebels Could Bring More Funds, July 15, 2011 available at http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Middle-East/2011/0715/US-recognition-of-Libya-rebels-could-bring-more-funds. (“Adhering to those assurances may not be easy, judging by issues that have recently dogged the TNC. ‘Life's too comfortable in Benghazi. No real leadership. And too much suspicion and posturing by the individuals in and around the Council,’ says one European analyst in Benghazi who asked not to be named. The result is an ‘astonishing lack of urgency from Benghazi in the last few weeks.’ The renewed statements of support from the contact group - and pledges of several hundred million more dollars for the opposition - came as rebel forces fighting on both eastern and western fronts have found it difficult to solidify military advances.”).
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232 See Libya Analysis Brief, U.S. Energy Info. Admin., http://www.eia.gov/EMEU/cabs/Libya/pdf.pdf (last updated Feb. 2011) (“According to the International Energy Agency (IEA) the vast majority (around 85 percent) of Libyan oil exports are sold to European countries namely Italy, Germany, France, and Spain. With the lifting of sanctions against Libya in 2004, the United States has increased its imports of Libyan oil. According to EIA January through November estimates, the United States imported an average of 71,000bbl/d from Libya in 2010 (of which, 44,000 bbl/d was crude), up from 56,000 bbl/d in 2005 but a decline from 2007 highs of 117,000 bbl/d.”); see also Nadia M. Abbasi, Energy Security and Europe, Inst. Strategic Stud., http://www.isst.org.pk/old-site/ss_Detail.php?dataId=486 (last visited Nov. 12, 2011) (“According to the World Energy Council, energy security means reduced vulnerability to transient or long-term physical disruptions to import supplies as well as the availability of local and imported resources to meet the growing demand for energy over a period of time and at affordable prices. Energy security is also defined as an uninterruptible supply of energy, in terms of quantities required to meet demand at affordable prices.”); Michael T. Klare, The Futile Pursuit of 'Energy Security' by Military Force, 13 Brown
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